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ONLY HANDFUL 
OF PEOPLE 

PARTICIPATE

NON-INFLUENTIAL 
PARTICIPATION

CONCENTRATION ON 
RESISTING CHANGES

TIMING OF 
PARTICIPATION IS 

TOO LATE

COLLECTED DATA 
REMAINS 
INVISIBLE

DEMANDING 
PROCESSES TO 

ORGANIZE
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Towards smarter cities
and communities (IDC, US)

Strategic priorities: 
Economic Development & 
Civic Engagement
Sustainable Urban Planning & 
Administration
Data-Driven Public Safety
Intelligent Transportation
Resilient Energy & Infrastructure

Prediction 8: 
By 2023, 50 % of cities will deploy
platforms that formalize crowdsources
participation in city budgeting and 
neighborhood decision making. 

Environments and 
spaces

How to make them
livable and 
flourishing?
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From 2005 onwards: The ‘soft’ GIS 

adding new ’soft’ layers with the help of Internet-based

method into the Geographic Information System

Developing a GIS-based method

for studying the environmental experiences locality-based

”This is a good way to map
the  feelings of people. You
have time to think about

your answers.  I hope to see
the results in the  future.”                                                                                                                           

Maptionnaire in a nutshell
www.maptionnaire.com

http://www.maptionnaire.com/
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“To be able to map the most loved

coastal areas and their diverse uses is

an amazing new possibility. We can

combine large-scale areal analysis

with subtle local knowledge and

qualitative knowledge to the structural

characteristics of the place. This leads

to new interpretations.”

Some service statistics from the past 4 years

• 5000+ projects

• over 800k participants

• over 1 million map responses

• over 6 million responses
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Project topics 
among the 
planning and 
design cases 
using PPGIS 
methodology
(N 203 survey projects) 

OTHER THEMES STUDIED WITH 
MAPTIONNAIRE

• SUSTAINABLE 
ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

• Stormwater

• Energy transition: Wind
energy/solar panel lcations

• Air quality

• Nature diversity

• MARINE PLANNING

• CULTURAL HERITAGE 
• Memories

• Inventation support

• SERVICE NETWORK
• Public service network

• Centers & retail

• FEEDBACK GATHERING

• GAMING
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CREATING MAP-BASED QUESTIONNAIRES WITH MAPTIONNAIRE 

Visualising future structure on a map, San Jose
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Discussing the best places -community strategy building

Detailed and park planning, Södra Värtan, Stockholm 
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Participative traffic planning

Perceptive 
evaluations of 
indoor spaces, 
Aalto University
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…OR HIRE US AS CO-DESIGNERS

USING THE DATA – HOW TO BECOME A DATA GURU 
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How to use the Maptionnaire data

Deeper and tailored analysis with a software 
of your choise (e.g. ESRI or statistical
software)

Integration to external GIS software to 
visualise and communicate the data (e.g. 
CARTO)

GIS storage to maintain the datasets and to 
deliver the data inside the organisation (e.g. 
Trimble Locus)

Use the inbuilt Maptionnaire analysis tool to 
understand the data better

Helsinki City Plan Survey

3745 respondents, 

nearly 33 000 place markings
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New type of knowledge in a visible format - Generating
shared neighborhood vision in Herttoniemi 

How to design walkable cities? -
Relevant insights for the planning topic

Everyday routes (n 2178) City of Helsinki Recreational routes (n 1428) City of Helsinki
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Demo: 
mpt.link/reporting_demo

Start creating your own map-based
questionnaires or…
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…use our expertise and hire us as:

CO-DESIGNER
We’ll help you create

outstanding map
services

DATA GURU
Share us your survey
data and we’ll break

it down into key
insights

KEY TO THE CITY 
Leave it all to us

PERSONAL 
TRAINER

Get our training
packages to become

a survey master

“By far the greatest and most admirable form of wisdom is that needed to plan and 
beautify cities and human communities.”

-Socrates
… and the best way to reach that wisdom is to involve citizens themselves. 

-Mapita


